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Review Problems

1. Expand (a+ b)6 .

2. Compute the coe¢ cient of x3y12 in the expansion of (x+ y)15 :

3. Find the exact value of x; y; and z based on the picture below.

4. A rectangular prism has dimensions 2 in, 3 in, and 5 in. Find the length of the main diagonal.

5. Find the volume of the truncated cone shown on the picture below. The base is a circle with
radius 12 cm; the top is a circle with radius 10 cm; and the height is 10 cm.

6. We roll two dice. If the numbers rolled are di¤erent, we pay $3: If the numbers rolled are the
same, we receive as many dollars as the product of the numbers shown on the die. For example,
if we roll the number 5 and 5, we receive $25. Find the expected value of this game.

7. We have 10 marbles in a bag: 5 red, 3 blue, and 2 yellow. We randomly pull two marbles, without
replacement. If we pull two yellow marbles, we receive $20. If we pull two blue marbles, we receive
$10. If we pull two red marbles, we receive $5. If we pull two marbles of di¤erent colors, we pay
$4. Find the expected value of this game.

8. Three cards are drawn from a deck of 52 cards.

a) What is the probability that we draw three clubs?
b) What is the probability that we draw three clubs, given that no hearts was drawn?

9. In a class with 40 students let M be the set of students who take math and P the set of students
who take physics. If n (M 0 \ P 0) = 13; n (M) = 15 and n (P ) = 20, �nd the number of students
who take both math and physics.
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10. The following information is given about the sets A, B, and C. n (U) = 36, n (A) = 12,
n (B) = 15, n (C) = 12, n (A \B) = 4; n (A \ C) = 3; n (B \ C) = 5; and n (A \B \ C) = 1:
Find n (A \B0 \ C 0).

11. Consider the picture below. The outer circle is of radius 5 ft and the inner circle is of radius 4 ft:
We randomly throw very small objects at this �gure.

a) What is the probability that an object lands on the shaded region?
b) We throw �ve objects at the �gure. What is the probability that exactly two of them land
on the shaded area?

12. Suppose the earth were a perfect sphere with a perfectly �tting belt of 24 000 miles surrounding it
along a great circular path. Suppose the belt was cut, and one hundred feet of additional material
was added to the belt, with the "loose �t" evenly distributed around the earth so that the new belt
was still circular with its center at the center of the earth. Which of the following best describes
the resulting situation?

A) You colud slip a piece of paper between the belt and the earth.
B) You could get your �ngers under the belt.
C) You could crawl under the belt.
D) You could walk upright under the belt.
E) You could drive a truck under the belt.

13. Consider the �gure below. We start at the letter F and we can only step down or to the right.
How many di¤erent ways can we speel out the word FLOWER?

F L O W E R
L O W E R
O W E R
W E R
E R
R

14. A person is standing 40 ft away from a street light that is 30 ft tall. How tall is he if his shadow
is 10 ft long?
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Review Problems - Answers

1.) (a+ b)6 = a6 + 6a5b+ 15a4b2 + 20a3b3 + 15a2b4 + 6ab5 + b6 2.) 455

3.) x = 255 y = 136 z = 120 4.)
p
38 5.)

3640

3
� cm3 �= 3811: 799 086 4 cm3

6.) $
1

36
� $0:027778 7.) �$ 8

15
= �$0:53 8.) a)

11

850
b)

22

703
9.) 16 10.) 6

11.) a)
9

25
= 0:36 b)

�
5

2

�
(0:36)2 (0:64)3 = 0:339 738 624

12.) E since Rnew =
2�R + 100

2�
= R +

100

2�
= R + 15: 915 5 13.) 32 14.) 6 ft
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